TV-101: TV/Video Studio Production Techniques

Course Description:

This course is a survey of the principles of studio and field television operations, including camera techniques, lighting, sound, control rooms, settings, scenery, properties, floor directing and scripting as applied to operations within the television industry.

Total Credits: 4.00

Course Competencies

1. Identify the Television Production Process, (three phases of television, the production model and production people
2. Identify the Technical Production Systems
3. Understanding the Television Camera
4. Identifying basic lighting instruments and techniques
5. Identifying basic audio instruments, systems and techniques
6. Identifying basic floor directing techniques and theories
7. Identifying basic producing techniques
8. Identifying basic directing techniques.
9. Identifying basic control room techniques, (including graphics, switcher, and teleprompter and recording systems).
10. Identify remote production techniques, equipment and practices.
11. Identifying post-production methods